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Abstract.
Artemis
Chasma
isanarcuate,
2000-km-diameter
zoneofconvergence
andlithospheric
underthrusting
onVenus.
Inelastic
flexure
modeling
ofthetopography
atArtemis,

combined
withobservations
oftrench
tectonics,
allow
ustodocument
local
temperature
gradients

below
4Kkm
-1and
animmense
compressive
in-plane
force
atthetrench.
Lithospheric
rheology
onVenus
maybestronger
thanwould
bepredicted
fromconventional
extrapolations
ofrock

mechanics
experiments;
inparticular,
thebrittle
surface
strength
must
reach
afewtens
ofmegapascals
tosatisfy
theobserved
lackofflexurally
induced
surface
faulting.
Elastic
plate
bending
models
provide
anadequate
estimate
ofthebending
moment
atArtemis,
buttheyfailtoconstrain---or
evenrecognize--the
in-plane
force.
Theinelastic
analysis
implies
anin-plane
force
of

theorder
of-1x 10TM
N m-l;apotential
driving
force
isthermal
thinning
ofregionally
thick
lithosphere
inthehighlands
tothenorth.
Thelowheat
fluxatArtemis,
which
isacomparatively

young
structure,
iscompatible
withthenotion
thatVenus
hasexperienced
aprolonged
period
of
cooling
inthelastseveral
hundred
million
years.
Theinference
ofsuch
exceptionally
lowthermal
gradients
embraces
threeend-member
possibilities:
(1)thesurface
ageis>600Ma,(2)thelithospheric
thermal
ageisgreater
thanthesurface
age,and/or
(3)theupper
mantle
temperature
is

anomalouslylow (•-1550 K).

Introduction

ArtemisChasmais a 2000-km-diameter
arcuate
troughin
Aphrodite Terra, Venus, that is the manifestation of litho-

striking conflict with the flexural interpretationis the
completeabsenceof trench-parallelnormalfaulting on the
outertrenchwall (Figure1, inset), a characteristic
propertyof
the convexupwardbendingof the lithosphereat subduction

spheric
underthrusting
andintensesurface
deformation
(Figure zones [e.g., Jones et al., 1979].
1). Ourexaminationof the tectonicsof Artemis [Brownand
ArtemisChasmais an excellentsite for examiningflexure
Grimm,1995] hasrevealeda coherent,plate-likemotionof
on Venusbecausethe lithosphericstrengthof the underthrust
thecircular
interiorplatformwhichproduced
southeast
vergent plains shouldprovide a senseof how low the venusian heat
deformation
on the southeast
chasmamarginakin to that at
flux mightbe.Otherflexurestudies
havereliedon topography
terrestrialsubduction
zonesandprominentleft-lateral strikeslipdis.
placements
on the eastmargin.Twoindependent
measurementsof strain agree that horizontal motions were limited

to no morethan -250 km. Artemisis relativelyyoung,both
with respectto nearbyAphroditechasmataas well as in the

andgravityat coronaeand volcanoes[Sandwelland Schubert,
1992a; Johnsonand Sandwell, 1994; Phillips, 1994; Mc-

Governet al., 1995], whichareproducts
of mantleupwelling
and magmatism.Sites of lithosphericunderthrusting
and
orogeny, on the other hand, are regions less "contaminated"

global stratigraphy,and its tectonicsare not directly by thermal anomalies,and they potentially provide more
attributableto mantleplumeprocesses.

representativeconstraintson the geotherm of ancient litho-

Southeast
ArtemisChasma
is distinguished
by itspaired-lis particularlyvaluablefor comparikm-deeptrenchand-1-km-highouterrise,whichSandwelland sphere.Suchinformation
son to interior thermal evolution models [Turcotte, 1993;
Schubert[1992a]interpreted
to be analogous
to the flexural
trench-outer rise structuresof subduction zones on Earth.

Arkani-Hamedet al., 1993; Parmentierand Hess, 1992] in-

vokedto explainthe apparentlynear-uniform
surfaceage of

Thereareseveral
observations
in support
of a flexuralorigin -400 Ma [Phillipset al., 1992;Schaberet al., 1992]. Artemis
for this topography:(1)the tectonic environmentis one of
lithospheric
underthrusting
[BrownandGrimm,1995], which
is amenable
to flexurecaused
by surface,subsurface,
andhorizontalloading;(2) theouterriseis smoothandlargelyundeformed,
indicating
it wasupliftednotby foldingor faulting
but
by bending
of thelithosphere;
(3) a gravityhighnorthwest
of
thetrenchcloselymatches
theregionof geologically
inferred
convergence,
is indicativeof the massanomalyexpectedfrom
underthrusting[Schubertet al., 1994], and is associatedwith
the loading responsible for the flexure. One observation in
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is unique for another reason: its flexural outer rise towers
above thoseof subductionzoneson Earth, where outer risesare

typically only a few hundredmeters high. Conventional
flexure models may be inadequatefor explaining such
topography.

Artemis ChasmaTopography
A mapview of the topographyat the southeast
marginof
Artemisis providedin Figure 1. The tectonicsand structural
geology of Artemis as a whole imply northwest-southeastdirectedconvergence
at this boundary,at an azimuthof-125 ø
[Brownand Grimm, 1995]. Sandwelland Schubert[1992a]

performed
flexuralfits to topographyon the southern
margin
wherethe trench and outer rise may also originate from
12,697
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dip to the southeast;they increasein magnitude from southwest to northeast(Figure 2a). The slopeis subtractedfrom each
profile before measuringthe maximum outer rise amplitude,
full width at half-maximum (FWHM)of the outer rise, and
maximum trench depth. The amplitude varies from 1160 to

1570 km, generally decreasingfrom southwestto northeast
(Figure2b). The meanandstandard
deviationof the amplitude

38 øS

are 1290 _+90 m. The width ranges from 130 to 255 km, and
also decreasesfrom southwestto northeast (Figure 2c). The
meanFWHM is 190 _+35 km. The trench depth shows no consistent trend along strike (Figure 2d). It varies from 450 to

39øS

2030 m, with a mean value of 1180 _+420 m.
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We employ yield stress envelopes, which define the
strengthof the lithosphereas a function of depth, in our flexure models [Goetze and Evans, 1979; Kohlstedt et al., 1995].
Yield envelopesrepresentthe maximum stressthe lithosphere
can sustainat a given depth, and they almost certainly overestimate the.net strength [Kirby, 1983; Kohlstedt et al., 1995].

In this sectionwe describeour two assumed
rheoiogicmodels

for the venusian lithosphere. In the "weak" model we follow
conventional precepts in designing yield envelopes; these
Figure 1. Shadedrelief image of the southeastmargin of results are therefore most appropriate for comparison to the
findings of previous workers. With the "strong" model our
Artemis Chasma.The image, approximately650 km across, is
in equidistantcylindrical projection. Topographyis low-pass approachis to maximize the yield stresses,thereby placing an
filtered and contouredin kilometers above mean planetary upperboundon the temperaturegradientinferred from flexure
radius(6051.85km), whichis markedby the unlabeled,striped modeling. General physical constantsare definedin Table 1;
contour.The three profiles indicatedare shown in Figure 7.
the weak and strong rheology model parametersare listed in
The arrowspoint out wrinkle ridges. Profile 19 is marked in
Table 2.
25-km intervals; the dot on each profile denotesthe origin.
The inset image (left-looking synthetic aperture radar) Brittle
Regime
illustratesthe lack of trench-parallel deformationon the outer
Yield envelopes usually describe the brittle, pressurerise. This image is an enlargementof the boxedarea and is 130
138øE

140•E
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km across.

dependentstrength of the lithosphere with the empirical
"Byedee's rule" for frictional sliding [Byerlee, 1978], in

Whichstrengthis a linearfunctionof confiningpressure
and
bending, but the loading configuration is probably more

vanishesat the surface[Braceand Kohlstedt,1980] (Figure3).

complex there.

We definethe deformationfront of the outer trenchslope
fold-and-thrust
belt as the horizontal origin for our topographicprofiles.This nearlylinear, ~300-km-longboundary
betweenthe severely deformedtrench and the smooth, undis-

ruptedplains trendsat azimuth35ø; great circle topographic
profiles are extractedperpendicular
to this feature.We obtain
34 profiles,spaced~9 km apart(at the trench),by bilinearly
interpolatingelevationsfrom the Global TopographyData
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Record(GTDR) [Ford and Pettengill, 1992]. We have examined
both the Altimeter-RadiometerComposite Data Record
(ARCDR) footprintsand the altimeterprofilesat the outer rise,

andare confidentour interpolatedprofiles accuratelyrepresent
the topography.The GTDR errordataover this region indicate
that typical errors are ~50 m, with some orbits peaking at
about 100 m.

We characterizethe flexural topography at Artemis in two
ways.We build an averageprofile from the 34 original interpolated profiles; this step serves to eliminate some of the
short-wavelengthnoise in the data that is not associatedwith
lithosphericflexure, and it providesus with a representative
cross section. Also, for eachof the 34 profiles we determine
the topographicslope of the plains, the outer rise amplitude
and width, and the trenchdepth.Slopes are small (~0.01ø) and
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Figure 2. Topographictrends along strike of Artemis
Chasma.(a) Topographicslopeof plainssoutheast
of Artemis;
negative values indicate southeast dips. (b) Outer rise
amplitude.(c)Outerrise widthat half-maximumamplitude.(d)
Maximum trench depth. Horizontal lines signify the mean
values;one standarddeviationis depictedby shadedregions.
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Table

1. Model

Parameter

differential

Values
-4000

Symbol Definition

A

flow law coefficient

104'46MPa-n s-1

E
g

Young's
modulus
gravityat surface

6.5x 10løPa
8.87ms-2

n

flow law stressexponent

molargasconstant

Ts

surfacetemperature

bx.,c strain
rate
tc

Pc
Pm
v

crust
density
mantle
density

0

2000

20

4o

3.6

8.314Jmo1-1
K-1
740 K

.=

10-14S-1

thermal
diffusivity

-2000

stress / MPa

o

Value

R

12,699

60

10--6m2s-•

2900kgm-3
3300kgm-3

Poisson's ratio

8o

0.25
lOO

We incorporate Byerlee's rule in the weak rheology model.
12o
Applicationof Byerlee's rule assumesthat preexistingfaults at
suitable orientations are present to accommodatebending Figure 3. Weak rheology (inner) and strong rheology (outer)
strains.If faults of optimum orientation are not available, the yieldstrengthenvelopes
at 4 K km-1. Thestressprofileat a
brittle strengthwill be greater, possibly reaching the ultimate bending
curvature
of +8 x 10-7 m-1 is indicated
by the shaded
fracture strengthof the rock [Sibson, 1985].
area. The base of the strong envelope is located at 153 km
The lithosphere being flexed at Artemis Chasma may not depth. The stress profile for a compressive in-plane force
(A0.I)andfollowingbendpossesspreexisting faults which could accommodateflexure: (-6 x 1013N m-1) withnobending
ingto a curvature
of +5 x 10-7 m-1 (&0.II)arealsoshown(the
the surfaceis smooth and largely undeformedon the plains to
the southeastof the trench (Figure 1, inset). Therefore, we are kink in A0.II reflects elastic unloading).
unwilling to assumethat Byerlee's rule provides a conservative boundon lithospheric strength. We instead describethe
brittle strength in the strong rheology model using a Mohr- comparisonof the Mohr-Coulomb failure strengthto Byerlee's
Coulomb failure law, which has the form
rule is depictedin Figure 3.

r = r0 + (tan½)o
h

(1)

Ductile

Regime

Laboratory experiments show that rocks experience ductile
wherer and 0.narethe shearand normal stresses,r0 represents creep at elevated temperatures.Empirically, stressis seento be
the cohesion, and ½ is the angle of internal friction. We related to strain rate by a power law relationship:
convert(1)into a form appropriate for constructingyield envelopesby deriving the differential stressA0. = 0.1- 0'3 [e.g.,
Jaeger and Cook, 1969, pp. 87-91 ] for compression and
tension, where 0.3 and 0.1, respectively, equalthe confining
pressure(PrngZ).
where the coefficient A, stress exponent n, activation energy
We assumethat tampin (1) is equalto the coefficientof slidQ, and activation volume V* have values determinedby laboing friction; following Byerlee [1978], we assign tan•p= 0.85
ratory
measurements.In Figure 4 we have plotted (2) as a
for 0.n< 200 MPa and tamp= 0.60 for 0.n> 200 MPa. The comfunctionof temperaturefor dry diabase[Mackwellet al., 1995]
pressive fracture strength has values of -150-400 MPa for
common mafic rocks (basalt, diabase, gabbro, and dunite) and four differentanhydrousolivine and dunireflow laws. The
[Shimada et al., 1983; Goodman, 1989, p. 61]. Equivalent strengthof naturalpolycrystallinedunire[Chopraand Paterson, 1984], syntheticolivine aggregates[Karato et al., 1986],
cohesion values are-35-90 MPa. We let r0 = 50 MPa in the
and Goetze's[1978] high-temperature
olivine are very similar.
strong model. The Mohr-Coulomb model overestimates the
An upperlimit
strengthof the upper lithospherebecauseexperimentsindicate Clearly, diabaseis weakerat all temperatures.
brittle fracture strength increasesnonlinearly with increasing on the strengthof olivine is providedby the strongestslip
system,(010)[001]; the constitutiveequation for this system,
confining pressure [e.g., Paterson, 1978, pp. 21-28]. A
determinedby Bai et al. [1991], is alsoplottedin Figure4.
How certainare we that theseflow laws representthe maximum yield stressesthat can be sustainedby the venusian
Table 2. Lithospheric Rheology Models
lithosphere?Mackwellet al. [1995] demonstrated
the dramatic
increasein the strength of diabaseproducedby ensuringsamSymbol Definition
Weak
Strong

A0.
=

•:0

cohesion,
MPa

Q

activation
energy,
kJmol-•

V*

activation
volume,
cm3mol-•

0

50

535

560

0

17

expQn•r
+V*Pi
•

(2)

ples were properly dehydrated.Chopraand Paterson[1984]
wereeven more thorough in drying their samples, and they
measuredthe water content using infraredspectroscopy,finding little change in strengthbelow 0.01 weight percentH20.
The agreementbetween the three anhydrouspolycrystalline

12,700
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differential stress / MPa
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Figure 4. Differential stressas a function of temperaturefor
several anhydrous rock flow laws; a depth scale is also

providedfor 4 K km-1. MZKS95:Columbiadiabase(Ni-NiO
buffer) [Mackwell et al., 1995]. G78: Goetze [1978] olivine
flow laws; the nearly linear segmentis a low-temperatureDorn
law. KPF86: Karato et al. [1986] synthetic olivine aggregate

powerlaw. CP84: Chopraand Paterson[ 1984] polycrystalline
dunitepower law, the weak ductilerheologyused in this study.
BMK91: (010)[001] slip systemconstitutive equationfor olivine single crystals (opx buffer, IW oxygen fugacity [Myers
and Eugster, 1983]) [Bai et al., 1991]. The strong ductile
rheologyusedin this studyis plotted with the bold, solid line.

In our flexure modeling we ignore the role of the crust in the
lithosphericstrength.The crust of the venusianplains is -2050 km thick [Grimm and Hess, 1996], and the lower crust
might experienceductile flow. However, at Artemis the crust
has not becomedecoupledfrom the upper mantle lithosphere
despitethe intenseunderthrusting,implying that the crust and
mantleare mechanicallywelded[Brownand Grimm, 1995]. By
neglectingthe crust we adhereto our principle of maximizing
the inferred thermal gradients.

Elastic Plate Bending Analysis
To allow us to compareour resultsto those of Sandwelland
Schubert[1992a], and to form a basis of comparison for our
inelastic flexure models which follow, we fit an analytic
elastic plate bending equationto the Artemis Chasmatopography. We consider a very general elastic solution for the
vertical displacement(w) as a functionof distance(x) [Parsons
and Molnar, 1976]:

[ 2P(t+
Swo
.tx
x exp -

+mx + zo

N/-1/2
a=(1
-rcr)

(3)

(4a)

P= +crJ
Notethatw is defined
positive
down.Ncr-' -4D• 2 is thecom-

dunite flow laws (Figure 4) is reassuring,and we doubt that
laboratory experiments will find dunite to be significantly
stronger.

Also of possible concern is the need to extrapolate from
experimental temperaturesof -1500-1800 K to mechanical
lithosphereconditionsof <1100 K. Experimentalresultssuggest that, to a very good approximation,the activation energy
for dislocation creep is independentof temperatureover the
tested range. At lower temperatures(and higher stresses)the
power law behaviorof crystalcreepbreaksdown, and distinct,
weakerprocessesdominate [Kirby, 1983; Tsenn and Carter,
1987]. Evans and Goetze's [1979] olivine hardnesstests over
a broad temperaturerange (300-1800 K) revealeda sharp decreasein strengthat reducedtemperatures.They suggestedthat
a Dom law, in which creep rate dependsexponentially on
stress, applies at Act > 200 MPa [Goetze, 1978] (Figure 4).
Therefore, power laws overestimatelithosphericstrength.
In the weak rheology model we let the ductile strength of
the mantle be describedby Chopra and Paterson's [1984] flow
law (Figure4). For the strong rheology model we assumethat
Bai et al.'s [1991] (010)[001] slip system constitutive equation places an upper bound on the strength of the venusian
mantle. For convenience, we retain Chopra and Paterson's
[1984] values of A and n, and simply raise the activation

pressive buckling in-plane force, where the flexural wavelength is defined as

[ 4D/1/4

g=kApg]

(5)

and the flexural rigidity is a function of the elastic plate
thickness(he)

D=12(1v2•-•

(6)

The mantle-surfacedensitycontrastis Ap = Pm.We initially let
the in-plane force per unit length (N) be zero, and perform a
nonlinearleast squaresfit [Presset al., 1992, pp. 683-688] of
(3) to a -1500-km length of the averageprofile with five free
parameters:the bendingmoment per unit length (M) applied at
the trench, the trench depth (w0), the topographic slope (m),

the verticaloffset(z0), andthe flexuralwavelength(J,).Other
parametersand their values are specifiedin Table 1. The plate

curvature
is defined
as K = d2w/dx
2, andthe elasticbending
moment is given by M =-DK.
The application of the elastic analysis to the averagepro-

file yields he = 56 km, over 20% greaterthan Sandwelland

energyto 560 kJ mo1-1(Figure4). We also includean Schubert's [1992a] result for the southern chasma; the fit is
activation volume [Kirby, 1983]. In both rheology models,

shown in Figure 5. We have not directly estimatedthe uncer-

ductilestressesare calculatedat a strain rate of 10-14 s-1, a

tainty of he, but it realisticallyis at least10 km [McQueenand

reasonableupperboundfor a convergentsetting, and the base
of the mechanical lithosphere (z = hm) is definedby a ductile
strengthof 50 MPa.

Lambeck,1989]. The maximumcurvatureand bendingmoment
(which are probably even more poorly determined) are

7.8 x 10-7 m-1 and-7.9 x 1017N, respectively.
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wherezn is the neutral surfacedepth, which is iteratively determinedby the requirementthat the horizontalstressresultant
equal the in-plane force:
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AO(z)dz

._o)0.0
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(9)

Having determinedthe full stress profile, we can proceed to
calculate the bending moment:

-' 00

0
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distance
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/ km
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M--f:
m
Ao'ii(z)zdZfohm
A•i(z)zdz(10)

Figure 5. Averagetopographicprofile, vertically exaggeratedby a factorof 145. Elasticplatebendingmodelfit (dashed)
and inelastic flexure model fit (dotted) are plotted. The
Here the bending moment is representedby the difference in

inelasticprofilewascreated
at the4 K km-1 geotherm
calcu- moment of the net stressdistribution of the in-plane force and
lated by matching the first zero crossing moment-curvature bending (Arrii(z) Ao'(z) of (9)) and the in-plane stress
pair of the elastic solution to identical valuesfor an inelastic distribution at zero curvature(Arri(z)) (Figure 3). Our model

rheology;
the appliedbending
moment
is -6.8 x 1017N, and assumesthat the in-plane force is applied prior to bending, and
the trench depth boundarycondition is 1.1 km. No in-plane
force is included.

To estimate the mechanical plate thickness (hm) and linear

temperaturegradient(dT/dz) thatrelateto the elasticmodel, we
apply the moment-curvaturematching technique of McNutt
and Menard [1982]. We assumethe moment and curvature of
the elasticmodel at the first zero crossing equalthe M-K pair
for an inelastic lithospherein which stressesare limited by the
yield envelope. We iteratively calculatethe inelastic moment
at the elastic curvatureas a function of thermal gradient (with
the weak rheology), and find agreement with the elastic

it accounts for the effects of elastic unloading following
plastic failure [McAdoo et al., 1978; Mueller et al., 1996].
By reducing(7) to four first-order differential equationsand
employing the moment-curvature relationship, we solve the
flexure equationas a two-pointboundaryvalueproblemusinga
finite difference routine [Phillips, 1990; Mueller and Phillips,
1995]. We specify the displacement and applied moment on
the left (trench) end of the profile; the boundary conditions on
the right end are zero displacementand curvature.We initially

neglectrrxzandassumeN is constantwith distance.
Evaluation

of

Elastic

Model

Results

moment
atdT/dz= 4.0K km-], whichcorresponds
to hm= 99
km. This geothermis similar to that determinedby Sandwell
and Schubert [1992a].

Figure 5 includes an inelastic flexure curve for the same
temperaturegradient implied by the elastic modeling: 4 K

km-] (weakrheology).Clearly,thissolutionfails,astheouter

Inelastic Flexure Modeling
Model

Theory

and Solution

The solution to the inelastic bending of the lithosphere
mustsatisfythe forcebalancefor the large deflectionand finite
deformationof a plate [Fung, 1965, pp. 463-470; Liu, 1980;
Mueller and Phillips, 1995]:

rise amplitudeis just half the observedheight. Perhapsthis
shortcoming can be explained by a failure of the first zero
crossingmoment-curvaturematching technique[McNutt and
Menard, 1982]. Mueller and Phillips [1995] showedthat this
methodsystematicallyunderestimates
hm but using the maximum moment-curvature

values instead

results in a far more

accuratedetermination. In this case, the latter method yields

dT/dz= 3.6K km-1 (hm= 111 km), only a minorchange,and
yet there is no improvementto the modeledfit.
From the inelastic modeling perspective a given geotherm
and strength envelope will limit the maximum bending
moment (and outer rise height) allowed. For instance, the

d2M(x)
]d
(;)+Apgw(x)
(7)
• =-[dN(x)
dx+rrxz(x'hm)
•(;)
-N(x)
d2w
dx

whererrxz(x,hm)
is a basal sheartraction.Equation(3) is an

saturation
momentat 3.6 K km-1 is-8.8 x 10•7 N, so very

analyticsolutionto (7) for a purelyelasticplate (with •xz equal little additional amplitude can be attained in the inelastic
to zero), but for our inelastic modeling we require numerical model by increasing the applied moment. A higher geotherm
solutions.A condition of (7) is that the horizontal strain and

bending slope (dw/dx)are small comparedto unity. Both
parametersare <5% at Artemis based on the slopes and
curvatures in the elastic fit.

To reduce(7) to a single independentvariable (w), we must
construct a relationship between curvature and bending
moment [Mueller and Phillips, 1995]. For each curvaturewe
determinea stressprofile subjectto the plastic strengthlimits
of the yield envelope, assuming a Tresca yield criterion.
Elastic core stressesare related to the curvatureby

zXorz)
= lZ-Zn)

-

(8)

would further limit the maximum attainable flexural amplitude,
whereasa lower geotherm would producean inappropriately
long flexural wavelength. Therefore,unlike elastic plates, an
arbitrarily large outer rise height cannot be generatedby an
inelastic lithosphere for all flexural wavelengths. Recognizing this additional constraint, is it possible to explain the
Artemis outer rise in the context

of an inelastic,

finite-

strength lithosphere?
The inclusion of an in-plane force introducesan additional
modeling parameter. It, too, is limited by the net strength of
the lithosphere(i.e., (9) with Ao'(z) equal to the compressional
or tensionalyield strength),but it modulatesboth the flexural
amplitude and wavelength. The latter property can be seen in

12,702
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(3) and (4) for the elasticplate:the sinusoidalwavelength(fl•)
is decreasedby a compressivein-plane force, and the damping

wavelength (ot•)is increased.Similar behavior occurswith
inelastic plate flexure. This insight suggeststhat an in-plane
force may play a crucial role in the Artemis Chasma topography, and it might explain the failure of the inelastic model
depictedin Figure 5.
We have attempted to obtain least squaresfits of equation
(3) to the Artemis trench-outer rise with N as a sixth free
parameter.However, the in-plane force is completely undeter-

momentthat an elastic-plastic lithosphere can sustain, and it
is reachedas curvatureincreases.Bendingon the outertrench

walls of convergentzonesis characterized
by positive curvatures,andwe do not pursuesolutions with negative curvatures
at this boundary.Large positiveappliedmomentswouldresult
in an upturnin the deflectionprofile at the intendedtrench.
Within the diagram(Figure 6) we have contouredthe F'WHM
of the modeledouterrise as a function of in-plane force and
bending moment at the trench. The outer rise width is a maximum at N = 0, and it decreases with both tensional and com-

mined:varyingN by upto 10TMN m-1 in bothcompressionpressionalin-planeforces.This behavior parallels that of the
and tension fails to improve the rms error at any value. This
finding verifies the more complete analysis of Mueller and
Phillips [1995]. In all fits the valuesof he are similar to the N
- 0 results. We therefore proceed with our fully inelastic
modeling.
Inelastic

Model

Results

Our approachis to explore the three-dimensionalparameter
space of temperature gradient, in-plane force, and applied
bending moment (with an additional degreeof freedomprovided by the rheological models) by forward modeling with
inelastic flexure solutions. Our goal is to match the observed
outer rise height and F'WHM of Artemis. The results are not
sensitiveto the trench depth boundarycondition,which we set
to 1 km (Figure 2d). An example of the output of our model is
depictedin Figure 6. This interaction diagram delineates the
saturationmoment (for positive curvatures)as a function of in-

elastic plate (equation (3)), but it can also be viewed as a
consequence
of the thinning elastic core when an in-plane

force is applied (Figure 3). Figure 6 and corresponding
diagramsfor other geothermsdemonstratethat the FWHM is
primarily a function of the in-plane force and the mechanical
plate thickness;therefore, the observed outer rise width alone
shouldprovide constraints on the allowed combinations of N
and dT/dz.

The oblique shadedband in Figure 6 marks the inelastic
flexure model solutions that satisfy both the mean amplitude
and FWHM

of the Artemis outer rise to within

two standard de-

viations. The amplitude is dependenton both the in-plane
force and appliedmoment,as we would expect from the elastic
solution (equation(3)). These resultsimply that the in-plane
force mustbe compressionaland quite large--no zero in-plane
force solutions are capable of reproducingthe ~l.3-km outer
rise height. Inferred applied bending moments, too, are very
large. The resultsshownin Figure 6 are not unique,and they do
planeforcefor a thermalgradient
of 5 K km-1 andthestrong
not explain the entire observedrange of the FWHM (Figure
rheology. The saturation moment is the maximum bending
2c). We must invoke higher and lower thermal gradients to
producenarrower and wider outer rises, respectively, for this
rheology. However, the along-strike variation in the FWHM
could alsobe explainedby a constant geothermbut a nonuni' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I
form rheology (e.g., a changing crustal thickness). Similar
dT/dz - 5 K/km
diagramsbuilt at other geothermsand using the weak rheology
260
mirror the patterns seen in Figure 6; in particular, a compres280
sional in-plane force is always required.
E
Figure 6 illustrates our ability to satisfy the amplitudeand
width of the Artemis outer rise with the inelastic flexure model,
240

but convincing solutions must also match the slopes of the
outer rise flanks. In Figure 7 we demonstratethat complete
inelastic model solutions provide good fits to typical
topographicprofiles of the southeastchasmafor the parameter
values indicatedby plots suchas Figure 6. In some casesthere
are disparitieson the outer trench wall, but we emphasizethat
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and M can provide equivalentor better fits. Typical rms misfits
are ~ 100-150

strong
-12

thesesolutions
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0

bendingmoment/104?
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To determineif a basal sheartraction might affect the magnitude of the loads, we have also solved (7) for nonzero, con-

stantCrxz
(in whichthe in-planeforceis a linear functionof x).

Becauseof the x dependenceof N, we must create a momentcurvature-in-planeforce surfaceto solve (7); we bilinearly inFigure 6. In-plane force-bending moment interaction terpolateover this surfaceto determinethe curvatureat a given
diagram
for the strongrheologyat 5 K km-1. The sinuous N and M. We find that these inelastic profiles are essentially

envelopecorresponds
to the saturationmomentas a function
of in-plane force. Outerrise width from inelastic model solu-

tions is contoured in kilometers. The diagonal shadedband
marks agreementwith both the observedouterrise amplitude
and width to within two standarddeviations. The stippled area

at right indicates conditions at which no surfacefailure
occurred.Circle correspondsto Figure 7a.

indistinguishablefrom those with constantN and zero Crxz
when the distanceover which N varies is long (~1000 km).
The outer rise shapeis slightly altered by the decreasein N
with distancefrom the trench,but the basal shear stressapparently doesnot modify the flexural signaturebecauseit is of the
order of 10 times less than the bending stresses.
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Figure 7. Inelasticmodelfits to threetopographicprofiles
indicatedin Figure 1, verticallyexaggerated
by a factorof 7 3.

Figure 8. Comparisonof lithospheric stressdistributions
with (solid) and without (dashed)elastic unloading; brittle

(a) Strongrheology,dT/dz= 5 K km-1, N = -8.5 x 1013 N

strengthenvelope is marked by bold lines. In the former case,

m-1, M =-7.2 x 1017N. (b) Thisprofileis similarin shape the in-plane force was completely applied prior to any bendto the averageprofile (Figure5). Weak rheology,dT/dz = 3.6 K

km-1, N = -1.0 x 10TMN m-1, M = -3.5 x 1017 N. The
arrows mark a ridge that may be unrelated to the flexural
topography, and which therefore exaggeratesthe outer rise

width. (c) Strong rheology, dT/dz = 7.3 K km-1, N =
-4.1 x 1013N m-1, M =-3.6 x 1017N.

Absence of Surface

Faulting

Another feature of Figure 6 is the domain in which no surface failure occurs,markedby the stippledarea. Surfacenormal
faulting is inducedwhen bendingcurvaturesare large enough
for the stressprofile to intersectthe Mohr-Coulomb envelope
in tension(Figure 3); thus, the zone of no failure is confined to
relatively small moments. The surfaceis always at failure in
the weak rheology model becausethe surface strength is assumedto be zero. There is an enormous discrepancy between
the inferredin-planeforce and appliedmoment(constrainedby
the outer rise amplitudeand FWHM) and the conditions of no
surfacefailure (Figure 6). The bendingcurvaturesat Artemis are

ing; depths initially in compressiveplastic failure yield in
tensionat even moderatebendingcurvatures.If the application
of the in-plane force and the occurrenceof bending are
synchronous, near-surface failure is precluded because the
lithospherenever fails in compression("no unloading").

A possible means to avert unloading is for the in-plane
force magnitudeto track the bending curvaturesuch that the
surfacestressnever intersectsthe yield envelope on the outer
rise. With time, a given point on the surfacecouldexperience
both a graduallyincreasing compressionalin-plane force and
bending such that the surfacestress remains approximately
zero. Becausethe curvatureincreases almost linearly from the
back flank of the outer rise to the trench,surfacefaulting would
be precludedif the in-plane force increasesin a similar manner
toward

the trench.

The spatial arrangementof wrinkle ridges on the plains
southeastof Artemis is suggestive of the variation in surface
so large(-7-10 x 107m-1) thatit appears
to be impossible stress(Figure 1). The wrinkle ridges, which reflect shortening,
to avoid surface failure, a situation that persists at other trend roughly parallel to the chasma,and they extend for thouthermal gradients.
sandsof kilometers acrossthe plains. However, the wrinkle
A very simpleway in which to preventsurfacefaulting is to ridges are conspicuouslyabsenton the outer trench wall and
assumea higherbrittle strength;however,for most parameter outer rise peak--thus, there is neither extensionalnor contraccombinationsa cohesionof at least 200 MPa is necessary.The tional deformation in this zone. The position where the
widespreaddeformationon Venus indicatesthat the strengthof wrinkle ridges end on the back side of the outer rise is near
surfacematerialsis probablynot this large; sucha cohesion is where the flexural modelspredicta changein sign of the curvaalso contrary to most laboratory measurementsof the fracture ture. Therefore, the wrinkle ridges are anothermanifestation of
strengthof rocks [Schultz, 1993].
the compressivein-plane force, and their formation has been
So far we have assumeda very simple loading sequence:an inhibited on the outer rise becausebending stressescanceled
in-plane force is applied first, perhaps associatedwith a re- the in-plane stresses.
gional stressin the downgoinglithosphere, and bending folWe can simulate the proposed relationship between inlows as the lithosphereis distortedat the outer rise. Therefore, plane force and bending in our models by leaving out elastic
at shallow depths, the lithosphere first fails in compression unloadingwhen constructingthe stressprofiles (Figure 8); we
becauseof the in-plane force; with bending, elastic unloading thereby assumeno initial compressionalfailure has occurred.
occursuntil the tensionalyield strength is reached[Mueller et With this modification we discover that we can now find conal., 1996] (Figure 8). This is the causeof the dominant surface ditions that satisfy all three key observablesat Artemis: the
failure in the flexure models: elastic unloading does not outerrise width and height and the lack of surfacedeformation
progress far before tensional failure is reached despite the (Figure 9). This model is an approximation becausewe have
compressionalin-plane force.
not includedthe postulatedlateral in-plane force variation in
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Phillips, 1995]. For Artemis the agreement between the
temperaturegradientestimatesof the elasticand inelastic solutionsis attributedto the range of permissiblegeothermswith
the in-plane force as a free parameterin the inelastic model.
For instance, the moment-matching technique predicts a

240.•geothermof 3.3 K km-l for the maximumcurvatureof an
elastic fit to profile 1 (Figure 7a). Inelastic model solutions

from3 to 4 K km-l, a rangeof 25% in thermalgradient,

strong
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Figure 9. Interaction diagram for inelastic flexure in which
the in-plane force and bending are applied concurrently.

provide good fits underthe weak rheology with variable inplane force and applied moment.
To place an upper bound on the temperaturegradient, we
considerthe highest geotherm that includes the maximum
FWHM within the range of acceptable solutions. However,
forward-modeled
fits (Figure 7)indicate that the widest outer
rise can be satisfactorily fit by somewhatnarrowersynthetic
profiles. In addition, some of the topography on the
southeast-facingouter rise slope may not be flexural (arrows,
Figure 7b), exaggerating the measuredFWHM. We have calibratedthis uncertaintyby comparing synthetic profiles to the
widest portions of the outer rise, and accept 210 km as the
maximum FWHM for limiting the geotherm. Taking this
adjustmentinto account,the upperboundsimpliedby the weak

andstrongrheologymodels
are3.4 and5.1 K km-1, respecStrong
rheology
is illustrated
at 4 K km-1. Noticethatsurface tively. When the conditionof no surfacefaulting is incorpo-

failure can be avertedat the large bending moments requiredto
reproducethe Artemis Chasma outer rise amplitude and width
(compareFigure 6).

the flexural solutions. For a typical profile (Figure 7a) the
constantin-plane force model indicatesa needfor a factor of 2
or 3 change in N acrossthe outer rise to avoid surfacefailure
with the implied change in curvature.Our model that allows a
laterally variable in-plane force indicates that such a change
over only 100-200 km will appreciablydecreasethe outer rise
height, implying that still larger forces and moments are
required.
Discussion

Our inelastic flexural modeling indicates that the elastic
solution coupled with the moment-curvaturematching technique succeedsin estimating the approximate geotherm at
Artemis, but it fails to distinguish the presenceof a large,
compressivein-plane force. To understandthe seeming contradictionbetweenthesetwo results,we have run accuracytests
for the elastic flexure methods using an approach similar to
that of Mueller and Phillips [ 1995]. The elastic plate equation
is fit to a series of synthetic inelastic flexure profiles which
are generated for different values of in-plane force (N is
assumedto be zero in the elastic fits). For each fit we perform
the moment-curvature matching calculation for both the first
zero crossing and maximum curvatures. We find that the
mechanicallithosphere thickness estimatedvia the elastic fit
can be in error by up to ~30% for compressionalin-plane
forces, dependingon such factors as the thermal gradient,
trench depth, and applied moment. The errors can be even
larger for in-plane tension.
These findingsintimate that flexure modelingof terrestrial
subductionzones, where stressesranging from tension to
compressioncan arise from interplate coupling and the transmittal of slab-pullforces [e.g., Spence,1987], might be inaccuratebecauseof the neglect of in-plane forces [Mueller and

ratedinto the strongmodel,theupperboundis 3.8 K kin-l;
this value is somewhatless precisebecauseour solutions do
not include the spatially variable in-plane force. Narrower
segmentsof the outerrise can be explainedby higher thermal
gradientsor by locally weaker rheology.
A broad range of geotherms, in-plane forces, and applied
momentsis allowed becauseof the nonuniquenessof the solutions (Table 3), but these three parametersare strongly interdependentwhen constrainedby the outer rise width and height
(Figures6 and 9). Our inelasticmodelis relatively sensitive to
the ~90-m variations in the amplitude(Figure 2b), which are
explainedby small changesin the applied loads. The ~35-km
variations in the width (Figure 2c) imply changes in some
combination of temperaturegradient, lithospheric rheology,
and in-plane force. Suchchangesmust occur over the trench
lengthof ~300 km coveredby our profiles (Figure 1).
Sources

of

In-plane

Loads

force. A typical compressive in-plane force

required
by theflexuralfits to Artemisis -1 x 1014 N m-1,
althoughit may be locally lower (Table 3). The observationof
a lack of surfacefaulting near the chasma implies that this
Table

3. Inelastic

Parameter

Flexure

Model

Results

Weak Rheology*

StrongRheology'•

Full OuterRise WidthRanges

dT/dz,K km-1

3.4-5.4

3.8-6.4

Mean Outer Rise Width

dT/dz,K krn-1

N,N m-1
M, N

2.8-4.0

3.8-4.4

-(3.0-15)x 1013
-(3.5-15)x 1017

-(9.3-14)x 1013
-(4.9-10)x 1017

* Two constraints:
outerrise heightandwidth.
? Three constraints:
outerrise heightand width and no surfacefailure.
• Upper boundsto geothermover rangeof outerrise widths.
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force decreases from the trench across the outer rise, but it

persistsfor thousandsof kilometers into NsomekaPlanitia.
The region southof Artemislacks any candidatefeaturesthat
might provide the requisitedriving stressesor the strains
accommodatingthe convergenceat Artemis [Brown and
Grimm, 1995]. The chasmataand highlands to the north are

moreplausiblesourceregions.We infer that the in-plane force
is transmitted from the overriding plate to the downgoing

lithosphereby congested
motionat Artemis.The absenceof
pore fluidson Venus,hencelargefrictionalstresses,
is a likely
explanation for highly coupledunderthrustingcomparedto
terrestrial

subduction

zones.

A possible cause of the in-plane driving force is mantle
flow tractionsappliedto the base of the lithosphere, aidedby
the probablelack of a low-viscosity zone on Venus [Phillips,
1986, 1990]. Phillips [1990] derived relationships between
in-plane stressand long-wavelength gravity for a thin elastic
lithosphere overlying an isoviscous mantle. We have examined the long-wavelength geoid in the Artemis region up to
degree 10 (wavelengths -4000 km and greater) using the
spherical harmonic gravity model (MGNP90LSAAP [Sjogren
et al., 1996]). The theory shouldbe valid at these wavelengths
assumingthe depth of the densityanomaly driving the flow is
shallowerthan -400 km [Phillips, 1990]. The maximum geoid
height is -70 m over southeastThetis Regio, correspondingto
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more than -250 km long [Brown and Grimm, 1995]? Terrestrial subductionzones,with much longer slabs, rarely exhibit

bending
moments
greaterthan-3 x 1017N [e.g., Levittand
Sandwell, 1995]. The large gravity anomaly at Artemis
[Schubertet al., 1994] impliesa negatively buoyant slab, and
it must contribute to the moment applied at the trench.
However, it is unclear how the buoyancy of a slab on Venus
would compareto one of similar dimensionson Earth: while
the venusianlithospheremay be older than that subductingon
Earth, the crustcouldalso be thicker. We might ask whether
there is any correlation between such slab characteristicsas
age, length, and dip and the flexurally derived bending
moments for terrestrial

subduction zones.

To answer this question, we have calculated the moments
(torques)inducedat the trench by the negative buoyancy of
subductedslabs,using the thermal model of McKenzie [1969]
and the parametersof Jarrard [ 1986], and we comparedthem to
the flexural first zero crossing bending moments reportedfor
15 subduction zones [McNutt and Menard, 1982; McNutt,
1984; Levitt and Sandwell, 1995]. We find no meaningful
correlation between the slab-pull moment and the flexural
moment, a result that might be explained by the scatter in
reportedflexural moments,which can exceedan order of magnitude for a given trench. However, there is also no correlation
between

the slab moment

and maximum

flexural

moment.

This

a predicted
in-planeforceof-1 x 1013N m-1, considerably finding can be interpretedas evidence that other factors domilessthan the flexurally derived values.However, partial crustal
compensation of Thetis [Grimm, 1994] might obscure the
presenceof a strongermantle anomaly.
Differential topographyis a related mechanismfor generating stressesin the lithosphere (e.g., ridge push in oceanic
lithosphere). The in-plane force producedby topography is
given by the moment of the anomalous density [Dahlen,
1981]. For a very simple configurationof thermally thinned
lithosphere the in-plane force is approximately N =-pmghL,
where h is the topographic relief and L is the ambient thick-

nate the relationship between slab thermal buoyancy and
flexure at the trench, such as phase changes within the slab,
interplate friction, stress transmittal through the mantle
wedge, viscousresistanceof the mantle, and inhibited penetration of the lower mantle [Davies, 1980, 1981]. It is notable,

though, that Jarrard [1986] (using the same thermal model)
found a correlation between the predicted slab-pull force and
trench depth, another flexural property.
A force not acting at terrestrial subduction zones may
contribute to the loading at Artemis. Sandwell and Schubert
nessof thethermallithosphere.
Fora 4 K km-1 geotherm,
L -- [1992b] suggestedthat perhapstopography northwest of the
500 km for a half-spacecooling model. There is roughly 3 km
trench loads the underthrustplate. This inner ridge (Figure 1)
of relief between
southeast Artemis
and the rifts south of
might be a consequenceof the convergence at Artemis, as
Thetis;thus,N---4 x 1013N m-1. Phillips[1990] pointed uplift of the overriding plate has been measuredfor terrestrial
out that the geoid expressionof topographicstresses[Dahlen, subductionzones. On Earth suchtopographyis rapidly eroded,
1981] is identical to his result for flow coupling.
and it may not play a significantrole in the slab force balance.
Becauseour models do not include this region, any vertical
The requireddriving force per unit length might be less if
loading northwest of the trench is implicitly accountedfor in
the area over which it is applied is larger than the -800-kinlong southeastchasmawhere stressesare presumably focused. the applied bending moments.
The maximum length over which the force could be applied is
Summary. The fact that the requisite in-plane driving
the diameter of Artemis (2000 km). Therefore, the driving
forces are not evident in the gravity field means that the
force could be, at most, a factor of 2.5 smaller than the flexuproposed mechanisms are incorrect, the force is not fully
rally derived
force;thatis, it mustbe at least-4 x 1023 N expressedin the geoid, or the flexural rise is a relict feature,
m-1, andit is probably
substantially
larger.Suchenhancementfrozen in by the cooling lithosphere. The dominant sourceof
of the driving force makes the mechanismssuggestedabove the applied bending moment is the negatively buoyant slab.
marginally acceptable.
The lack of correlation between slab properties and flexural
The postulateddecreasein the in-plane force from the trench moments at subduction zones affirms that the short Artemis
to the outer rise connotes that a regional stress has not been
slab is not discrepant with the large moment, as long as the
continuously applied to the downgoing lithosphere. A
slab-pulltorque exceedsthe flexural moment. For Artemis the
regional in-plane force would have produced contractional slab must have a shallow dip and a large density anomaly to
deformation on the trench slope, either before flexure comsupply the inferred moment. Paradoxically, given the
mencedor before that section of the crust passedthrough the
"missing" in-plane driving force, Artemis should be active or
outer rise. Therefore, the in-plane force and flexure may have very young, as the slab has not yet thermally assimilated.

grownwith time, maintainingthe surfacestresses
near zero.
Implications
for Venus Thermal Evolution
Bending moment. The largeappliedbendingmoments
Artemis Chasma, and possibly Latona Corona [Sandwell
(typically-7 x 1027N)thatwehaveinferred
alsopresent
a
dilemma: what is their source if the slab beneath Artemis is no
and Schubert, 1992a], standalone with exceptionallylow heat
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flow estimatescomparedto other featureson Venus [Phillips et
al., 1996]. Our resultsimply a thermalgradientno greaterthan

Conclusions

This study of flexure at Artemis Chasmaprovides insights
strong rheology with the adjunct condition of no surface into the fallibility of elastic flexure models, the rheology of
faulting. Studies of several coronae indicate geotherms of the lithosphere, the forces responsible for Artemis, and the

4 K km-1 to explainthemaximum
outerrisewidthunderthe

approximately
6 to 24 K km-1 [Sandwell
andSchubert,
1992a;

recent thermal

state of Venus.

1. The elastic plate bending model, coupled with the
moment-curvaturematching technique,is generally not accu[McGovern et al., 1995]; Phillips [1994] estimateda 7-10 K rate when an in-plane force is present. Because in-plane
stressesmight play an important role in tectonicsand flexure
km-1 geotherm
at Atla Regio.
Comparisonof the deformation styles and geodynamically both elsewhereon Venus and in subductionsettings on Earth,
inferred heat flows of featurespn Venus provides insight on their omission from flexure models may introducesignificant
the thermal evolution of the planet. Coronae and volcanoes errors into estimatesof lithosphericthermal structure[Mueller
may exhibit higher heat flows becausethe lithosphere in and Phillips, 1995]. A simple, though incomplete, test of the
which they formedwas youngerat the time of loading than the validity of the moment-curvaturematching technique is to
lithosphere at Artemis, and/or these structureswere responsi- comparean inelastic synthetic flexural profile (generatedat
ble for thermal rejuvenation of the lithosphere. Coronae are the geotherm inferred via the elastic fit) to the observed
inferred to be relatively older than large volcanoes; both topography(Figure 5). The agreementbetweenthe temperature
featuretypesare aboutone-fourthto one-half the mean surface gradientsfound from the elastic and fully inelastic models is
ageon average[Price and Suppe, 1994; Namiki and Solomon, attributed to the range of in-plane force-geotherm combina1994]. The unique style of the Artemis underthrustingcom- tions capableof reproducinga given flexural profile. If the inpared to other, older contractional structureson the planet plane force was somehow independently known, the "true"
[Brown and Grimm, 1995] and the possible age-heat flux inelasticgeothermcouldbe quite differentfrom the one derived
correlation suggested here are concordant signs that, on from the moment-curvature matching technique.
2. For a lithosphericrheologybased on standardextrapolaaverage, the venusian lithosphere has monotonically cooled
tions
of rock mechanics experiments, the inelastic flexure
in the last several hundred million years [Turcotte, 1993;
model indicates that thermal gradientsfor at least some parts
Arkani-Hamed et al., 1993].
Johnson and Sandwell, 1994]. The gravity anomalies over

large volcanoesimply thermalgradientsof 5-7 K km-1

If we posethe surfacetemperaturegradientas a function of
age (t) for a semi-infinite half-spacecooling model, we obtain
[Turcotte and Schubert, 1982, pp. 158-167]

of southeast
Artemismustbe lessthan3.4 K km-1 (Table3).

Applying the strongest rheology we judge plausible, the

geotherm
mustbelessthan4 K km-1 forthewidestouterrise
cross sections. Narrower portions of the outer rise could be

consistent
with eitherhighergeotherms
(<6.4 K km-•) or
(11)

locally weaker lithosphere.
3. The flexural bending moment is of the order of

-7 x 1017 N. Bendingmoments
arenot directlyconvertible
where Tmis the zero-age,or mantle, temperature.If the age of
the lithosphere at the time of loading was400 Ma (the mean

surface
age),(11)predicts
dT/dz= 5.1K km-1 fora nominalTm
of 1750 K. Becauselocal geotherms
below4 K km-1 are
inferred even for the strong rheology (Table 3), we must
modify our assumptions.
We considerthree end-memberoptions. (1) The last global
resurfacingevent completely reassimilatedthe preexisting
lithosphere, after which the present lithosphere began to
form; thus, t should correspondto the age of this event. We
would then infer that t > 400 Ma to satisfy the lowest
geotherm.The upper bound on the surfaceage derivedfrom
crater statisticsis -800 Ma [Phillips et al., 1992], for which

from the slab densityanomaly, which is also compensatedby
other mechanisms.The negativelybuoyant underthrustslab at
Artemisis the primary sourceof the flexural moment.
4. A sizable, compressivein-plane force of the order of

-1 x 10TMN m-1 is required
by boththeflexuralmodeling
and

thelackofoutertrench
slopefaulting;
it is alsoexpressed
by
the pervasivewrinkle ridgeson the southeastplains. Mantle
flow coupling and lithospheric thinning might supply
adequatedriving forces. Surfacefaulting on the outer trench
wall is precludedonly if the in-plane force increasesacross
this zone and if near-surfacestrength is at least a few tens of
megapascals.
5. As a zone of underthrusting, Artemis should enforce

wecalculate
dT/dz= 3.6K km-1. (2) Theresurfacing
eventmay upperboundson heat flow at the time of loading. The low
have reduced, but not completely reset, the lithospheric
thermalage. For example,limited extensionalprocessescould
have inducedsufficient magmatism without forming entirely
new lithosphere [Grimm and Hess, 1996]. In this case, the
observedsurfaceage only furnishesa lower limit on the effective thermalage. (3) The mantlemay have becomeabnormally
cool by the time the lithospherebeganto form [Arkani-Hamed

temperaturegradients--comparableto those of the Moon-attestto the exceptionalcooling that has occurredin the last
few hundredmillion years of venusianthermal evolution. Our
results favor a thick (>300-km) thermal lithosphere
[Kucinskasand Turcotte, 1994]. The low heat flux complies
with the half-spacecooling model if the thermal age of the
lithosphereis over 600 Ma and/orthe mantletemperatureis as

et al., 1993].To achievea 4 K km-1 geotherm
at 400 Ma, we

low as 1550 K.

wouldrequireTm = 1550 K. In summary,any of these three,
simple, end-memberscenariostaken alone can explain a 4 K

6. The uniform, "plate-like" motions observedat Artemis
Chasma reflect a spatially coherent tectonic style that is
km-1 temperature
gradientin the contextof the half-space unusualon Venus [Brown and Grimm, 1995]. Deformation
cooling model. Our flexural resultsadmit, but do not require, involves throughgoingfailure and modesttranslation(<250
lower heat flows; some combination of the above schemes km) of a rigid lithosphere,distinct from the distributed,crustwouldberequired
if thegeotherm
wasaslowas3 K km-1.
dominatedtectonicsseenelsewhereon the planet. The thermal
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maturityof the lithospheredocumented
in this studycorrobo- Liu, H. P., The structureof the Kurile Trench-Hokkaido Rise system
computedby an elastictime-dependentplasticplate model incorporatesthe strong-lithosphere
behaviorinferredfrom the tectonics of Artemis.
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